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Description:
Autodesk CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) and CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) solutions can
be applied for the design and manufacture of high quality molds to produce visually and dimensionally
correct plastic parts at minimum cycle time. Autodesk Moldflow tools ensure optimum mold design based
on such considerations as best feed & cooling system placement & sizing. Designing molds for balanced
and easy cavity filling will reduce mold stresses and extend mold life. Autodesk CAM tools, allow efficient
design and manufacture of precision molds using subtractive and additive methods. Additive methods
(also known as 3D printing) allow for the manufacture of innovative, complex and lighter weight
components in various applications. Autodesk Netfabb tools can automatically generate lighter weight
designs and then optimize component orientation, deflections & supports to make the additive
manufacturing process successful. This class will show the workflow utilizing the CAE and CAM solutions
to ensure right first-time manufacturing.

Learning Objectives:
-

Understand the technical and commercial challenges involved to get plastic injection molded
parts to market
Understand how Autodesk Manufacturing solution tools can address these challenges
Understand recommended workflows to optimize part and mold design at each stage of the part
concept, part design, mold design, mold manufacture and production stages

About the Speaker:
Eric Henry has worked with the product development & manufacturing industry for over 40 years. This
has included working at several companies in the areas of product and mold design, mold and process
development, material development, product testing & part production. He is currently a Senior Technical
Sales Simulation Specialist at Autodesk in the UK where he spends much of his time showing companies
how they can optimize and validate their designs and workflows with Autodesk manufacturing and
optimization solutions. Such simulation tools include Moldflow, Helius, CFD, Nastran and Netfabb. Eric
has a degree in Materials Science and Technology and holds Chartered and European Engineer status.
He joined Autodesk in 2009.
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Introduction to the Injection Molding industry
Plastic Parts are everywhere ….
Just look around and try to count how much plastics parts you can see at and around your desk. Or even
better, sit in your car and imagine, what would happen if all the plastics you can see there would
disappear or be made from some other material such as metal or wood.

The plastic market is steadily growing. The driving force being light weight and energy consumption as
well as both economic and design needs and trends.
In the Consumer Products Industry, you will find an abundance of plastic parts, whether it be in
personal/home electronics, toys, domestic appliances, or even furniture. With consumer products, the
priorities are high volume, aesthetics, quality, cost and time.
You will find large numbers of plastic parts in the Automotive & Transportation Industry where weight can
be a major issue. Manufacturers are constantly trying to reduce weight by replacing metal parts with
plastic parts for example.
The Building Product Industry is perhaps not one we usually think of as using plastic products, but you
will find electrical and plumbing components, all kinds of fixtures and fittings, connectors and control
panels, a lot of the parts that make up those products are plastics.
Plastics has a long list of excellent material properties of which all translate into better performance,
higher safety and reduction of part costs. The use of metals can represent a health hazard due to
electricity and temperature conductivity and this can be eliminated with the use of plastics. Therefore,
making the use of plastics the perfect selection for the item independent of the application.

The Influence of Plastic Material on Product Design
Historically plastics were often used as simple material substitution, and this is still a common concept
today. Initially product design did not change, it was pretty much the same design, just a different
material. For example, the aluminum cover of the drill was initially just replaced by plastic without any real
change to the design. Plastic gives the advantage of reduced production costs, weight and safety
because electricity is involved. More recently we have seen an evolution in product design, taking
advantage of the possibilities of plastic – more organic design as well as the benefits of heat and
electrical insulation.
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Manufacturing Processes
If you have a part and it is made from plastic, you can assume it came out of a mold. There are many
ways of processing and molding plastics; Injection molding, Reaction injection molding, Compression
molding, Transfer molding, Extrusion, Blow molding, Rotational molding, Thermoforming, Gas Assist,
Water Assist, Injection Compression, MuCell, Over molding, Multi-shot molding etc., to name but a few.
We will look primarily at Thermoplastic Injection Molding.

The Injection Molding Process
Injection molding is commonly used to manufacture parts in large quantities with reliable consistency.
Understanding all the variables of injection molding and their impact on successful processing is
particularly important, material performance, process variables, and part design specifics all contribute to
the performance quality of any injection-molded part.

In brief, the injection molding process can be broken down into four phases: fill, pack, cooling, and
ejection. The process begins with the mixing and melting of resin pellets. Molten polymer moves through
the barrel of the machine and is forced (injected) into a steel mold. As the plastic fills and packs the mold,
the part takes shape and begins to cool. The molded part is then ejected from the mold, ready for
finishing and assembly.
Depending on the end use requirements of the product, designers may select from a wide range of
engineering plastics. Processing parameters vary for each material family and formulation will of course
affect final part quality and performance.
Key processing variables specific to injection molding can have as much or more impact on the success
of this process. These variables are injection velocity, melt temperature, mold temperature, injection
pressure, packing pressure, coolant temperature and cooling time. Control of these variables during each
of the four phases of the injection molding process can help improve part quality, reduce part variations,
and increase overall productivity.
The injection molding process is a complex mixture of processing variables, where a change to one
parameter can affect final part quality.
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The injection molding process offers many benefits itself since the part produced is typically very close to
or already at its final shape, thus reducing secondary manufacturing operations such as assembling and
coloring. The overall production cost is very low and it allows for rapid scaling to production volumes.
Plastic parts or moldings are produced from a variety of mold sizes and types, such as 2-plate, 3 plate,
molds with side actions, etc. These molds are typically produced by milling and cutting metal from initial
blocks to create the desired core and cavity and supporting mold blocks. This type of mold manufacture is
typically known as subtractive manufacturing.

However, there may be some plastic parts that cannot be produced directly from a mold due to the
complexity of their form and shape. Such parts may have been designed using generative and topological
methods such as this latticed shoe sole and medical bone implant.

In this case 3D printing or additive manufacturing is required to build the product. This is a much slower
process compared to injection molding but it is used to produce parts that injection molding cannot. The
same applies to metal parts that cannot be produced by subtractive means such as inserts with complex
internal forms for contoured cooling channels used in conformal cooling.
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Additive methods for different build speeds and feature sizes can include Stereolithography (SLA) - UV
curing of plastics, Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) - heated deposition of wire for plastics, Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS) and Selective Laser Melting (SLM) – laser heating of powder for plastics and
metals, E-Beam (EBM) – electron beam heating for metals, Direct Metal Deposition (DMD) - laser heating
of directed powder for metals, Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) - heated deposition of wire
for metals, 3D Metal Jetting – polymer binder jetting with nano-sized metals particles.
Additive manufacturing techniques can also be used to repair and modify existing components rather than
remake the component from start.

Part design to production challenges
As competition in the tooling industry grows downwards pressure on pricing intensifies thus squeezing
margins from any project. Differentiating into higher value business to address the needs of complex and
more accurate tooling regains a competitive advantage through use of new technologies and increased
machine utilization. This is becoming ever more apparent in the injection mold tool industry as part
designs become increasingly more complex and critical mold tool design questions need to be answered
early in the manufacturing process before they become expensive.
Demands to increase product quality for increasingly complex product designs, while reducing both cost
and time-to-market, increases the pressure on Product Designers, Mold Designers and Molders.
Time-to-market is often the critical factor in the success or failure of a product – missing a critical window
of market opportunity can doom an entire project. Molded part defects discovered in manufacturing delay
production, cost time and money to fix, and in the worst case, may require new tooling to resolve. The
more time spent troubleshooting projects, the less time is spent on new product innovation. Resolving
problems on a trial and error basis clearly is not a practical solution.
In addition to this, the areas of part concept and design, mold design mold manufacture and production
can be in different departments, different companies and in different geographies thus making
communication and exchange of information between them difficult and inefficient which further adds to
project delays.
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At each stage of the process from part design to production there are questions involving risk that are
asked but are difficult to answer without predictive technology. Problems may be found at the mold
manufacturing stage when trying to produce the mold and at the production stage when trying to produce
acceptable parts.
When problems are found in the process it can become a case of trial and error to resolve the issues and
the cause of the problem can be initially unknown. The production engineer may blame the mold maker
who then blames the part designer who then blames the material supplier and so on. Under customer
production pressure the mold may be allowed into production but may then run with a high scrap rate or
beyond the costed cycle time which is highly undesirable.
Industry requirements
Different industry sectors will have different requirements from the molding process. For example, in the
consumer industry the emphasis will be on producing parts in high volume at minimum cycle time with
good surface finish and dimensional accuracy. This highly competitive industry cannot afford any delays
in getting parts out to the market to meet launch dates and before the designs become obsolete and are
replaced by a newer version. In the Automotive market molds should be designed to handle more
abrasive and more viscous engineering materials, parts should be structurally strong with no surface
defects such as weld lines in critical areas. Any delays in production will hold up assembly lines with
serious cost penalties for the supplier. In the medical industry molds should be able to run for years nonstop and within a wide processing window so that small changes in processing conditions do not affect
part quality and dimensional accuracy and stop production lines.
At this stage I would like to ask a question – what is the most expensive molding in the world? A clue –
every plastics molding company has produced it. The answer is a reject, a part that is produced but is
rejected by quality control or by the customer because it contains defects or is not to the correct size and
shape. A “reject” can occur for many reasons - incomplete moldings, poor surface finish, dimensional
inaccuracy and warpage are visually identified, internal voids or highly stressed materials are not so
obvious, yet all can lead to product failure.
Typical Problems/Faults:

Therefore, to avoid expensive part quality and delivery issues a form of risk management is required and
this comes in the form of Autodesk CAE and CAM manufacturing solutions for part and mold design:
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These can be used to:
produce visually and dimensionally correct plastic parts at minimum cycle time
optimize best gate position, feed and cooling system design before the mold is built
optimize the subtractive process for manufacturing injection molds
optimize the additive process for mold parts that cannot be produced by subtractive methods
optimize tool cutting paths and electrode design and manufacture
ensure collision free and lights out mold manufacturing
ensure moulds will work first time and within a wide processing window
allow a workflow between Moldflow, PowerShape, PowerMill, PowerInspect and Netfabb to
optimise the mold design and manufacturing process
All too often molds are built straight after part design and then issues are discovered when attempting to
get the mold into production. These can be related to delays in manufacturing the mold, difficulty in
consistently making the plastic parts, the plastic parts not being to the desired quality or the mold
requiring modification to achieve correct part dimensions or the required cycle time.
Autodesk Moldflow injection molding simulation software should be used at the part design stage before
mold design and build to optimize the plastic part and injection mold designs and to ensure part
manufacturability, helping to shorten development times, reduce costs and avoid manufacturing defects.
It answers basic manufacturing questions and helps to optimize best gate locations, locate weld lines and
air traps, evaluate feed and cooling system designs and provides predictions of component shrinkage in
different directions for accurate mold cavity sizing.
Autodesk Moldflow provides access to over 9,000 grades of commercial plastics with the most up-to-date
and accurate material data to confidently evaluate various material candidates or predict molded part
properties that could have a critical impact on the performance of the end-use application.

3D CAD models from any system are simply imported and wizards guide the analysis set up thus making
it easy to perform simulation before part design is confirmed and the mold is built.

Autodesk Moldflow Insight can simulate the basic injection molding process through to advanced
processes such as 2-shot, Foaming, Gas-assist, Co-injection and Injection-Compression. Additionally,
designers of lens applications can predict the phenomena of Birefringence.
Eliminating part warpage and controlling key dimensions can be achieved by ensuring balanced cavity
filling, evenly packing the cavity from the injection point to the last areas of fill, achieving uniform mold
cavity surface temperatures and reducing high pressures to fill the cavity.
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Autodesk Moldflow allows the cause of potential problems to be determined and helps to take corrective
action through design iterations at the earlier stages. Otherwise, it can be costly and time consuming
when attempting to rectify problems after they occur such as this twisted bin lid and bowed cash machine
ratchet.

Autodesk PowerShape is used for ‘modeling for manufacture’ and creating molds and dies. It allows the
creation of complex 3D geometry that is needed to control multi-axis or high-speed machine tools. It
operates on 3D data, regardless of which system created it and the format can be solids, surfaces,
wireframes and even meshes. Once imported, intelligent analysis tools automatically detect and repair
critical faults that could complicate and slow down downstream processes. Unlike many CAD systems
Autodesk PowerShape does not insist on a solid having to be fully repaired before it can be used. Many
commands, including powerful direct modeling tools still work even on faulty solids. It also has automatic
rib capping to save time on this often-time-consuming manual process.

Once the part shape, material, dimensions and manufacturability are confirmed Autodesk PowerShape is
next used to create cavities, cores and slides from the 3D part. In most cases the shut outs and split
faces are created automatically leaving minimum work to finish the mold design.
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Autodesk PowerShape therefore imports, analyses, fixes and prepares complex models for manufacture
and reduces the non-productive time usually associated with this stage to begin the design to production
process.
Some narrow deep mold features cannot be easily machined with cutting tools so electrodes can be used
instead to “burn” out the metal. Autodesk PowerShape assists in the automatic design of electrodes for
electrical discharge machining or EDM. Wizards assist with the entire process, from design through to
machining and even driving the EDM hardware.

Many of the world’s successful manufacturers grow their business by making increasingly complex parts
faster and more accurate than their competitors. To help achieve this they invest in more modern and
capable machine tools. High speed multi-axis tools capable of milling and turning can cut complex parts
in only one or two set ups, dramatically improving productivity. However, the full potential of their machine
tools cannot be realized without equally advanced CAM software.
Autodesk PowerMill for milling and turning contains a comprehensive selection of 5-axis toolpath
strategies, each able to drive a wide variety of tools including specialized cutters such as lollipop and
barrel tools. It allows molds to be machined as the user wants rather than how CAM software wants to
machine it. Autodesk PowerMill has the flexibility to work on solids, surfaces, wireframes and stl meshes
imported from any CAD software. It excels at toolpath optimization and the paths can be trimmed and
reordered to suit. To achieve excellent surface finish Autodesk PowerMill allows modification of entry and
exit mills, cut direction and many other machining attributes, all without costly and time-consuming
recalculation. It allows time consuming repetitive tasks to be fully automated and can take advantage of
today’s 64-bit multi-core machines. Collision checking and avoidance is also automated up front and is
fundamental for ensuring no costly delays and errors during machining, thus offering full confidence when
the cutting phase begins.
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In some companies, inspection of mold components before and after machining is a cost and a
bottleneck. Ideally such inspection systems should have easy programming, be quick and have reports
that are easy to understand. A high-quality measuring system can improve capacity and productivity.
Autodesk PowerInspect is 3D measurement and metrology software for a wide range of measurement
hardware and makes inspecting complex free-form surfaces simple. It will work with a variety of
measuring systems such as co-ordinate measuring machines, arms, laser trackers, optical systems and
scanners. Simulation, collision detection and avoidance ensures measuring sequences will run
successfully. Sequences can be created ahead of time to maximize machine utilization and reporting
time. Machine tool probing allows measurement during the manufacturing process to ensure initial
components are correctly aligned and machined to the correct size within tolerance. Autodesk
PowerInspect provides a single platform allowing all the measurements in a single process, providing
flexibility and better balance of workloads.

Some other manufacturing processes such as casting, forging or composites have advantages but
provide challenges due to lack of consistency in the processes. Skilled operators may be able to
compensate for the variations in the process but Autodesk PowerInspect can quantify these variations
and provide regular updates.
As mentioned earlier there are plastic and metal parts that cannot be produced by machining or
subtractive manufacturing methods. Organic, contoured or latticed shapes and features would make
conventional methods very difficult if not impossible to apply. Also, there are applications where parts are
not required in high volumes and instead very low or customized designs are required to be manufactured
which may not warrant the high cost of a mold, especially if precision is still required. In these situations,
additive manufacturing, often referred to as 3D printing, should be considered.
Autodesk Netfabb allows the optimization of the additive manufacturing process to improve efficiency
and reduce costs. This includes quickly and efficiently preparing models from any CAD system,
calculating the best orientation of the part for build, automatically designing the support systems,
maximizing the number of parts that can fit in one machine, simulating the build process for a wide
number of methods, predicting final product deflections and stresses due to the thermal cycling nature of
the process, compensating the design for this and provides access to generative topology and lattice
optimization, as well as being able to create micro lattice structures. As with injection molding, time
consuming and costly delays arise if part quality and build issues are discovered at the stage of trying to
produce parts. Cycle times can range from minutes to many hours depending on component size and
complexity so upfront optimization for manufacture is certainly required rather than relying on inefficient
trial and error approaches.
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Mold weight and life
Reducing mold weight will have benefits in reducing the cost of the mold and handling the mold. Autodesk
Netfabb can be used to generate a mold lattice structure while still respecting the structural requirements
of the mold and how the cavity is cooled. Large reductions in mold weight can be achieved with this
approach.

Autodesk Moldflow can optimize gate position or positions to ensure cavity filling, reduce pressures to fill
and avoid local overpacking in the cavity, particularly between gates if more than one gate is employed.
Careful choice of plastic material grade can also reduce pressures to fill and reduce the stresses within a
cavity. Without the need for high machine clamp forces to keep the mold closed the size of mold end
plates and support blocks can be reduced.

Injection molds are subject to various forms of cyclic stresses – from machine clamp forces on during
mold closing and off during mold opening, melt pressure in the cavity rising and falling during the
injection, packing and cooling phases and mold cavity temperatures rising due to initial melt temperatures
and falling during mold cooling. These all combine to form stress fatigue and simulation is being
developed to predict mold life and where failure will occur. Once fatigue is predicted and the main cause
is known, corrective action can be taken to reduce the affect through changes to part and mold design,
plastic material choice or processing conditions – all before the mold is built.
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Summary Review
Producing high quality plastic parts within tight tolerances, on time and at minimum cost is a big challenge
within the injection moulding industry. Plastic component surface finish defects, incorrect dimensions and
warpage cause delays to the product development process and increases the project costs. A trial and
error approach to resolving such issues can lead to a high scrap rate in production and major delays in
getting products to market. In addition, inefficient mould manufacture and errors contribute further to
delays and costs. Parts and moulds are becoming more complex, requiring greater precision and less
time to produce to meet ever increasing market demand in a competitive and price sensitive business
world.
Therefore, employing CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) and CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing)
solution tools early in the design to production phase will eliminate the need to troubleshoot problems at
the production stage where the costs to do this are the highest. Employing these tools early on will
significantly reduce project time and costs but competitive differentiation and superior quality parts and
molds can be achieved if such tools are also used to fully optimize designs and manufacture before the
mold is built and not just used for validation purposes to check that parts and molds can be produced.

Autodesk Manufacturing CAE solutions will ensure that plastic part defects, quality and manufacturing
issues can be predicted at the design stage and eliminated through optimizing material choice, part
design, mold design and processing conditions. Ensuring plastic parts are designed for manufacture and
not just for function will improve final part quality and achieve stable production at minimum part weight
and production costs.
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For mold manufacture the focus is on improving quality, accuracy and repeatability and finish of the
machining processes which can be achieved using Autodesk CAM solutions. High efficiency toolpaths,
both in terms of calculation and cut time are important to minimize project lead times. Accurate integrated
simulation and collision avoidance ensures safe and efficient machining. Minimizing tool lengths to reduce
vibration and to improve surface finish can be achieved by using the full capability of multi-axis machines.
Simulation and verification before machining can reduce down time, providing confidence for unattended
mold manufacture. This includes ensuring the mold material is loaded in the right position prior to
machining and automatic alignment means a quick, accurate and consistent set up. Identifying the
optimum workpiece set up for each individual machine tool ensures that each part is set up once,
maximizing capacity for productive work and not losing time in unnecessary workpiece set up. Simulation
enables better utilization of CNC machine tools while increasing the capability for even more complex and
profitable work.
At the very beginning a CAD model is required to get a project started and using Autodesk CAM solutions
will avoid the non-productive time preparing models for simulation and manufacture through efficient data
import, automatic model repair and quick and robust model modification.
Recommended Workflow
As shown and discussed in this class, the recommended workflow using Autodesk Manufacturing
Solutions for complex precision mold design and manufacture starts with PowerShape – provides the
tools to prepare the CAD model for subtractive or additive manufacture, Moldflow simulation and
automatic generation of electrodes Moldflow - provides Design for Manufacture tools that help validate
and optimize the design of plastic parts and injection molds by accurately predicting the plastic injection
molding process and to provide such information as gate placement, feed and cooling system layout and
mold shrinkages in different directions for accurate mold cavity sizing PowerShape – generation of
mold splits, core and cavity forms and general mold build
PowerMill – 2,3 and 5-axis CAM, efficient
toolpath generation and collision checking, efficient manufacture of EDM electrodes PowerInspect –
automated part alignment, on machine verification and CMM inspection
Netfabb – generative design
and optimization of the additive manufacturing process for complex components that cannot always be
produced by subtractive manufacturing methods.
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